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                                     Chapter 8: Working with Slides  (Solutions) 

                                                 Aspect: Summative  assessment:(page No 96 & 97) 

                                                          SECTION-B 

A. Multiple choice  Questions: 

 

1. To delete a Slide, right-click on the slide in the navigation pane and click on the __________ 

option. 

a. Delete slide          b. Delete          c. Cut  

2. __________  tab contains the Text box Tool. 

a. Home                   b. Insert            c. Design 

3. __________ button on the Format tab is used to apply 3D rotation to a shape. 

a. Rotate                 b. Resize           c. Shape Effects 

4. To insert text in a shape, select the _________ option from the shortcut  menu. 

a. Add Text             b.Edit text           c. Insert Text 

 

B. Answer in one word or a sentence: 

1.Which group on the Insert tab contains the shapes button? 

   Ans: Illustration Group 

  2. Name the button that is used for adding a new slide in a Presentation. 

   Ans: New Slide Button 

 3. Which key helps us to select more than one shape at a time? 

   Ans: Shift 

5. Which feature helps in creating special text effects? 

Ans: WordArt 
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C. Answer the following: 

Qno.1: How can we add slides in a Presentation? 

    Ans 1 :  

o Select the Slide after which you want to add a new slide. 
o If you want that the new slide should have the same layout as that of the previous one,  

Then, 
o On the Home tab, in the slides group, click  the New slide button and not on its drop-down 

arrow. 
o If you want your new slide to be based on any other slide layout, then 
o On the Home tab, click on the New slide drop-down arrow to display the available layouts. 
o Click on the desired slide layout. Powerpoint  will add a new slide with the selected layout in   
     the slides pane. The new slide can also be seen in the slides Navigation pane on the left. 
 
   Qno2 :What is the utility of the Text box in a Presentation? Explain the method to insert a text      

              Box  in a Slide. 

   Ans 2:  The Text box tool present on the insert tab gives facility to add more text to our slide. 
                Text box is a placeholder, where we can enter  and manipulate text.  
                To insert a Text box follow the steps given below: 

 Click on the Text box Tool on the Insert tab in the Text group. Hold down the 
left mouse button while dragging the mouse diagonally towards right and 
release the mouse button. 

 You will get a rectangular box on the Slide with the cursor inside it.  
 Finally Enter the text. 

 
                        
Qno.3: Briefly Explain the WordArt Feature? 
 
Ans 3: The WordArt Feature  helps us to create special text effects . It gives a unique look to the     
            Text. Using the WordArt, we can make the text curved,wavy,shadowed or apply 3D effects 
             Etc. 
Q no.4: Explain the Shapes Feature and the Procedure to insert shape in a Slide. 
 
Ans 4:  Shapes is a drawing feature that helps in inserting different shapes into a Slide. Shapes   
             can be resized,rotated, flipped and coloured too. 
             To insert a shape in a slide follow the steps given below: 

o Click on the Shapes button on the Insert tab in the Illustrations group. Shapes 
Drop-down Gallery will appear displaying different categories, like Lines, rectangles, 
Flowchart etc. 

o Click on any shape from any category . The Pointer will change to “ +” sign. 
o Place the Pointer on the Slide where you want to place the object and drag it to 

adjust the size of the selected object/shape. 
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Q no.5: How we can resize an object? 
 Ans 5:  To increase or decrease the size of an object, select the object. 

o Bring the pointer to any of the eight resizing handles on the selected object. When 
the Pointer changes to a double-headed arrow, drag the handle inward to decrease 
and  outward to increase the size of a shape. 

o If you want to resize the object by keeping the center of an object in the same place 
Then hold down the Ctrl key as you drag. 
 

 Q no. 6: What are the different ways of inserting pictures in a Presentation? 
Ans 6 :  The ways by which we can insert pictures in a Presentation are given below:- 
              Inserting Pictures from a File 
              Inserting online Pictures 


